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965 - Method In Theology 	 QuestMons for Discussion	 3.X11.81

1. Is the distinction 	 been the ro.zote and the proxi:Ate criteria of truth a
notional or a revl distinr:tio71? 	 If raol, 1.s there a 7_,rimacy to the remote

tluiterion, or are they 'equiprimordiRl'?

2. How far tad: does tie chet "co7,Lx-i,:%	 .'-	 '	 o.;.' a ,',1,6lt go into the
vhabitual on!.onatIon' oy! cont of ,f...i.;:lts amd inziehts previously

accumulated?	 Does the 'eorrcer7CTret of r-, juil-Tent inclucLe the whole prior set
of relevant Questions 2IYI al''f="3:"? APO

I. 01 hich,	 whil,.:	 v!).1clur.:::'	 t':	 40-different position w	 Ai	 ,e data on	 .P) base position,

415	

3.	 Development within any L.,ivn. -...o:itich :L: 	 revoal the Deed fox a r.ovement to a

also effects "a complex shif 	 in the	 :102.e si.xlIcture" (j.nsi4t, p 13) of previous
0;41tAr.)	 \ .1,\	 insights and JudEments. 	 -7(,) 1).ter ,-"1:.(1ents, --,erl.,ap, can slAlate earlier judgments

In the sense of preservinri, conplec.f.aF (and traPsforizing?) then, but if earlier
judgments were eory.nt sfuLlylel,ts on t:-e !,.yroth.c.s of the virtually unconditioned

k
can	 t!..-ey 'be	 sii)11,1.y	 ano:11:10	 ly- later	 ,l'ag.,ehts?

4-	 1	 A

net•Orl	 le	 4.	 Is a further rolewILT, ciller,,tion i... L7eal,once to a oue5tion for reflection au
or	 operative arasp (ead mar‘.t.Lve caaria!.tiol) of the 'defieeney' of the evidence?t4,0.,..
IZI(""	 \,--Zn other words, are p:o1:0-)i,..1 jua',...ent.is ian.0:1	 ,7j dffinition) with respect to a
	-	 luukal inconpleteness of the evidenc-:.

e.	 ...	 '	 (	 .,-1-
	 .77	 c	 ,

--- -›+-	 t	 1	 k If
-	 0.......0...

hyv,41,‘'.5.	 You used to arrinw,e y:yur cun T.,..-.1.,:,.taIia-.-1 thought according to an analytic

* •ft•t**
prccess and a synthetic process. 	 Tt is ole42 froa your Lachnical note in

the chapter OA "Rali,sion" ..11 W.h.e(i (-.y 120) how the diotintion of the rcalAs of
meaning expnded the coron:Ft an,J. ,lie:-etin realms treatee. ty the E.Aora_quofd
no and the priora (woad se, 1..v the intrCuction of the rnalm of interiorit:,-.

,	 (a)	 What =I'S the mein lsallos that 5..11-.). you to R078 fr,a the twofold
110./e,	 i	 ordering of idea,..1 to your later .irothod In theo-Jogy.	 Was the nain

Ct‘ 1 n t. •	 issue the notion of historicity introduced by your wrestling with
.	 ,..., occonnting for delopment in the evo.Luti(„a of dogma?

,.-,, ., t N '	 (b)	 Were there other issues as well -- such as the shift froa Aaisto-
A	 s,	 tell= to no:!.ern sciorea as a r,oda for theoloa?	 -- such as positing

ng from one system 	 to another in misdom? 	 -- suchfoundation for uovi	 fr,...to ,k.......	 i	 .
as a concern to distingnieL between the aim, proper object, and nethod of
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	1,-(--z-i-	 the emerc;ence of the 1-_,eed to account for development through history
that brought about theoublaton of the aY.,alytle and synthetic processes
by method's tura to the sub.;ec„'s c-ceations, horizon, conversions,

	

ati: cf ccnscloTe7.7 F'.':	 tc the eventual functional
&, ,,-11.,-..ir.	 .„. c -	 difftuenti	 m:

,	 ,	 specializations?	 4444.1	,,...r ky, itk L.	 '
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1. Proximate and remote criteria of truth. 	 Insight 549-52.

Certain judgment: there are no further relevant qq,

probable judgment: as far as I can see, there are no

further relevant qq,

Infallible judgment: at no stage in my development has
in such a
matter/

bias affected my judgment' 	 Remote criterion.

Real distinction: remote covers past performances; proximate,

my present grasp of the evidence.

2. Direct borrowed content. 	 Insight 273f.

Proper content: Yes or No.

Direct borrowed content: the question that leads to yes or No

Indirect borrowed content: my affirmation or denial is true

3,	 within an earlier context a judgment was made in answer to

some question; within a later and more developed context, the

previous judgment is revised.

Is the earlier judgment simply annulled? 	 Not if the later

judgment acknowledges the change of context as the ground of the

revision.	 What is changed is not the earlier judgment bur

its context.

4. Questioning is the a priori: an immanent principle of

movement and rest.	 The 4 further question arises because

movement has ocourred but rest has not yet been attained.

You are aware that the question has not been answered satis—

faotorily.	 Of Proceedings, Amer. Oath. Phil. Assoc.	 51(1977), 134f,

5. When the Latin manuals were published, Insight had already

been published.	 They were written for second and third year

students at the Gregorian, a class of about 650, who read
0 . Latin, learned in Latin, were examined in Latin. 	 They came from

some 70 different countries.	 There was no question of teaching

1

Insight in a theology class, though I did teaoh in graduate

classes,

1	 0
My solution was to use St Thomas on whose thought I

had done two reseach dissertations. 	 Graoe and Freedom and Verbum.

On those basic issues I was convinced that the 2 traditional

Thomistic school was profoundly influenced by 14th century

Scholast,,oism.

R It took seriously the post Anal; modern scholars regard
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it as an early work with little representation in the procedures
.,

Aristotle employed in the physics, Metaphysics, D 	 Anima, etc.	 .

Such deduotivism was not a suooess in the fourteenth century;

it was not a success in contemporary hermeneutios or history;
it was questioned by Kurt Welts and similar theorems.

Insight was begun as an exploration of methods generally

preparatory to doing a book on method in Theology. 	 It was

published as Insight beoause I was sent to Rome to teach there.
I wanted to write on method because my experience as a student

of philosophy for three years and as a student of theology
for six oonvinoed me that the great problem was the absence of

method.
Plato and Aristotle were forever being puzzled (aporein)

and searching (zetein) for answers. 	 So too was Thomas.
Later Scholasticism was fixated by MIMI demonstration,

but ended in skepticism and decadence. 	 It was followed by
i the rationalists and the emprioists and neither was a real
e improvment on Soholastioisms the rationilists wantd to

i demonstrate and the empiriosts wanted to experience.

o

o
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1. Is the distiectioe 'eeteeen the	 enote tenet the peoxiente criteela of truth a
notional or a weel distinctien	 If real, Is there a primacy to the ranote

criterion, or eee they 'eceetprtmoedial'?

2. How fer bacje deee the 'lie:eat loenceel eoetent of a judgnent go into the
habitual orientation; or content of jedguants and insiehts previously

accumulated?	 Does the 'eoerewed content of a jedgnent include the whole prior set
of relevant questions and anewers?

3. Development within any given Tosition mae reveal the need for a movement to a
different position which, ehile 'including' the deeto on the base position,

also effects "a conplex shift in the uhole seeecture" (InsiLiet, p 13) of previous
insights and judgments.	 So later ;:udgeonts, *etas, can sublate earlier judgments
in the sense of preemies, coenieting (and transforieing?) them, but if earlier
judgments were coxiect judgnents on the hypotheses of the virtually unconditioned
can they te simply cancellea by later judgments?

4. Is a further relevant question in eesponse to a qeeetion for reflection an
operative grasp (end operative definition) of the 'deficiency' of the evidence?

In other woe:de, are preczble judge:eel:53 mede (by definition) pith respect to a
known ineompleteeess of the evidence.

5.	 You used to aernnge your own Telniiaeian thought aceording to an analytic
process and a eynthatic leroeees, 	 it is cleae from yeur technical note in

the chapter on "Religion" in behod (p 120) hot the distinction of the realms of
neenntng expanded the connoenenee eel theeretie realms tnaated by the priora aimed
nos and the psioxa quoted sp., by the intwo2uction of the realm of interiority.

(a) What were the meln iesuee that inpelled you to move from the twofold
ordering of ideas to your later uethod In theology. 	 Was the main

issue the notion of historicity introdueed by your wrestling with
accounting foe deeelopnent in -flea evolution of Oxon?

(b) Were there other issues as nell -- such as the shift from Aristo-
telian to noftern science zs a model for theology? 	 -- such as positing

the foundation for moving fru one system to another in wisdom? 	 -- such
as a concern to distinguish between the aim, proper object, and method of
dogmatic theoloey and of positive theology? -- such as the problems of
interpretation raised by a historian who has not e:eneined his
cognitional assumptions?

(c)	 Were there other Issues besides the problens raised for theology by
' the emergence of the need to account for development through history

that brought about thesublateoa of the ennlytic and synthetic processes
by method's turn to the subject's operations, horizon, conversions,
differentiation:3 of consciousness, and to the eventual functional
specializations?

C.	 0
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